Across
2. Planning and conducting an agricultural experiment using the scientific method
4. The 5-paragraph set of beliefs that are memorized and recited by greenhand FFA members.
9. Stationed at the emblem of Washington
10. Wrote the Creed
11. Official Color _____ Gold
13. Supervised Agricultural Experience
14. Identifying an agricultural problem that cannot be solved by experiments; does include designing a plant to investigate and analyze the problem
15. Stationed by the plow
16. Stationed by the Owl

Down
1. Stationed by the Flag
3. Assuming all financial risks in a business or farming activity
5. Stationed by the Rising Sun
6. Placing students in jobs outside regular classroom hours; may be paid or unpaid
7. The official FFA magazine
8. Official Color- _____ Blue
12. Stationed by the Ear of Corn